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General policy statement 
Every apprentice at NCAL Limited deserves to be happy, safe and secure during their time on 
programme and beyond.  The company is wholly committed to ensuring this happens and is 
particularly mindful of safeguarding young people and vulnerable adults with whom it engages in 
teaching, training and learning activities.    It is our aim to ensure that all our apprentices and, where 
appropriate, their employers, parents and carers have the utmost confidence that the company’s 
employees are trustworthy, responsible and will do everything they can to keep young people and 
vulnerable adults safe from harm.  The company has a policy of zero tolerance relating to any 
behaviour that may abuse or harm any of its apprentices or employees. 

NCAL works with young people (16- and 17- year-olds) and adults as part of its activities. These 
include primarily the provision of learning and training opportunities that support the successful 
achievement of apprenticeship standards in England.  NCAL does not engage in Regulated Activities 
as defined by legislation and the Department for Education.  

The purpose of this policy statement is:  

• to protect young people and vulnerable adults who receive NCAL Limited’s services.  
• to provide apprentices’ employers, NCAL’s staff and other stakeholders the overarching 

principles that guide our approach to safeguarding. 

This policy statement applies to anyone working on behalf of NCAL Limited, including senior 
managers, board members, paid staff, volunteers, and subcontractors. 

Legal framework  
This policy has been drawn up on the basis of legislation, policy and guidance that seeks to protect 
young people and vulnerable adults in England.  The key legislation underpinning this policy is: 
 

§ Children Act 1989 
§ Children Act 2004 
§ Children and Social Work Act 2017 
§ Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act 2006 

 
NCAL will provide copies of relevant legislation and guidance on request. 
 
We believe that:  

§ no person should never experience abuse of any kind  
§ we have a responsibility to promote the welfare of all our apprentices, to keep them safe and 

to practise in a way that protects them.  
 
We recognise that:  

§ the welfare of our apprentices is paramount  
§ all apprentices, regardless of age, disability, gender reassignment, race, religion or belief, 

sex, or sexual orientation have a right to equal protection from all types of harm or abuse  
§ some apprentices are additionally vulnerable because of the impact of previous experiences, 

their level of dependency, communication needs or other issues  
§ working in partnership with apprentices, their employers and appropriate agencies is essential 

in promoting our apprentices’ welfare.  
 

We will seek to keep our apprentices safe by:  
§ valuing, listening to and respecting them  
§ appointing a nominated safeguarding lead and a deputy safeguarding lead  
§ developing safeguarding policies and procedures which reflect best practice  
§ using our safeguarding procedures to share concerns and relevant information with agencies 

who need to know, and involving apprentices, employers and relevant others, as appropriate 
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§ ensuring our apprentices develop a good working knowledge of British Values and the 

Prevent Duty  
§ undertaking risk assessments of each employer we work with and making sure employers are 

aware of safeguarding issues and fully cooperate with our procedures 
§ annually reviewing our policies, procedures and practices to ensure compliance with 

safeguarding legislation and best practice 
§ ensuring our staff are adequately updated in understanding, recognising and reporting abuse 
§ updating our staff in appropriate physical contact with young people and vulnerable adults 
§ monitoring our staff through our quality improvement and staff appraisal systems 
§ protecting and not misusing photographic images that may be taken in the course of our 

activities 
§ developing effective links with external specialist bodies to promote good inter-agency work 
§ creating and maintaining an anti-bullying environment and ensuring that we have a policy and 

procedure to help us deal effectively with any bullying that does arise  
§ developing and implementing an effective online safety policy and related procedures  
§ sharing information about safeguarding best practice with apprentices, employers, children, 

their families, staff and volunteers via leaflets, posters, group work and one-to-one 
discussions  

§ recruiting staff, volunteers and subcontractors safely, ensuring all necessary checks are 
made  

§ providing effective management for staff and volunteers through supervision, support, training 
and quality assurance measures  

§ using our procedures to manage any allegations against staff and subcontractors 
appropriately  

§ ensuring that we have effective complaints and whistleblowing measures in place  
§ ensuring that we provide a safe physical environment for our apprentices and staff by 

applying health and safety measures in accordance with the law and regulatory guidance  
§ recording and storing information professionally and securely.  

 
Related policies and procedures  
This policy statement should be read alongside our organisational policies and procedures, including:  
 

§ Procedures for responding to concerns about an apprentice’s wellbeing  
§ Role of the designated safeguarding officer  
§ Complaints policy 
§ External speaker policy 
§ General Data Protection Regulations Policy 
§ Whistleblowing policy  
§ Prevent Duty guidance 

Contact details  

Nominated safeguarding lead  
Name:   Kevin Culver  
Phone:  07740 307342 
Email:   kevin.culver@ncal.co.uk 
 
Deputy safeguarding lead  
Name:   Jessica Bond 
Phone:  07736 933732 
Email:   jessica.bond@ncal.co.uk 
 
Review of this policy 
The effectiveness and validity of this policy will be reviewed in December 2019 and revised as 
appropriate.  However, if new legislation, guidance or best practice becomes available prior to this 
date, we shall amend this policy sooner.  In any event, this policy will expire 31st December 2019 and 
will be reissued 1st January 2020. 


